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Abstract— Android is known to be the most widely used 

operating system used in smart-phones and its rapidly 

increasing popularity has attracted malware developer's 

attention. Android allows downloading and installation of an 

application from third-party marketplaces which are 

unofficial marketplaces. This gives malware developers a 

golden opportunity to upload a repacked version of a known 

application on such an unofficial marketplace. Effectively 

detection of malware in Android devices is a big challenge. 

There are many detection techniques used for detecting 

malware devices which are static malware detection 

technique and dynamic malware detection technique. Static 

malware detection again gets classified in permission-based 

malware detection and signature-based malware detection. 

In this research, we aim to provide accurate malware 

detection technique by combining these two malware 

detection techniques which are permission-based as well as 

signature based. By combing two results using this 

technique we get an efficient solution. This method is totally 

different from conventional methods which do not use the 

hybrid method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An Android operating system is known to be the most 

popular and widely used operating system. According to the 

Gartner report, Android dominated the operating system 

market by capturing 81.7% of total market shares by the end 

of 2016[1]. Android is a most dominant OS in the market 

and it's the foremost widely used OS. With the speedily 

increasing popularity of the android OS, the expansion of 

malicious application conjointly exaggerated. The android 

platform offers subtle functionalities at terribly low price 

and has become the foremost well-liked OS for hand-held 

devices. In official android market there are lots of 

applications that are being downloaded by the users in an 

exceedingly sizable amount on a daily basis [2]. As android 

permits downloading and putting in an application from 

third-party marketplaces malware developers took 

advantage of this by repackaging and uploading a notable 

application from Google play store. Malware includes PC 

viruses, Trojan horses, ad-ware, backdoor, spy-ware and 

alternative malicious programs that are designed to harm the 

OS and to steal users data. So as to stop such malware, it's 

necessary to possess an correct and deep understanding of 

them so security measures to guard user's information might 

be taken consequently. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. A Behavioral Approach for Malware Detection in 

Android, 

Author: Mohammad Rakib Amin, Md. Sohrab Hossain, 

Android, the quickest growing mobile OS . 

Android was launched in 2007 and 1.4 billion  users are 

using it. Malicious application can steal personal 

information of user as their in-device security is very low. 

There are various malware detection techniques in this paper 

researchers have find out definition of malicious application 

and proposed  two detection approaches which are network 

based and system call based detection.[3]. 

B. Dissecting Android Malware: Characterization and 

Evolution, 

Author: Yajin Zhou, Xuxian Jiang, 

In this paper, we have a tendency to concentrate on 

the android platform and aim to systematic or characterize 

existing android malware. Significantly, with over annual 

effort, we've managed to gather over 1,200 malware samples 

that cover the bulk of existing android malware families, 

starting from their debut in August 2010 to recent ones in 

October 2011. Additionally, we have a tendency to 

consistently characterize them from numerous aspects, 

together with their installation strategies, activation 

mechanisms as well because the nature of carried malicious 

payloads. The characterization and a ensuing evolution-

based study of representative families reveal that they're 

evolving quickly to avoid the detection of existing mobile 

anti-virus software system.Based on the analysis of 4 

representative mobile security software system, our 

experiments show that the simplest case detects 79.6 percent 

of them whereas the worst case detects solely 20.2 % in our 

data-set. These results clearly involve the requirement to 

raised develop next-generation anti-mobile-malware 

solutions [4]. 

C. “Detecting Android Malware by Analyzing Manifest 

Files,” 

Author: R. Sato, D. Chiba 

In this paper researchers have concentrated on 

android OS and have intention to systematic android 

malware. Significantly, with over annual effort, we've 

managed to gather over 1,200 malware samples that cover 

the bulk of existing android malware families, starting from 

their debut in August 2010 to recent ones in October 2011. 

additionally, we have a tendency to consistently characterize 

them by installation strategies. This study is based on 

evolution of representative families .This experiment shows 

almost 78 percent accuracy were as worst case shows 22 

percent accuracy from These results involve the requirement 

to develop anti-malware solutions [5]. 

D. "Permission-based detection for Android malware" 

Author: C.-Y. Huang, Y.-T. Tsai 

Compare against previous researchers, they collect 

a comparatively sizable amount of benign and malicious 

applications (124,769 and 480, respectively) and conduct 

experiments based on the collected samples. additionally to 

the requested and also the needed permissions, we have a 
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tendency to additionally extract many easy-to-retrieve 

features from application packages to assist the detection of 

malicious applications. Four usually used machine learning 

algorithms together with ADA Boost, Naıve Bayes, decision 

Tree (C4.5), and Support Vector Machine are used to 

measure the performance. Experimental results show that a 

permission-based detector will detect quite eighty one 

percent of malicious samples. However, because of its 

preciseness, we have a tendency to conclude that a 

permission-based mechanism will be used as a fast filter to 

spot malicious applications. It still needs a second pass to 

create complete analysis to a reported malicious application 

[6].   

III. MALWARE PENETRATION IN ANDROID 

Android allows downloading and uploading applications 

from third-party marketplaces. Malware developers find the 

famous application which is trending on play store. Malware 

developer will repackage such application and will upload it 

to unofficial marketplaces. Repackaging can be done by 

dissembling the popular apps by using reverse engineering 

technique and then embeds malicious payload and 

reassemble to upload infected apps to android 

marketplace[7]. 

A. Malware Penetration: 

Many computer virus writers and cyber-criminals  distribute 

their virus, worm or Trojan virus to as many computers or 

mobile phones as possible so they can increase malware 

penetration. Malware can spread through various mediums 

like Bluetooth , Wi-Fi, sms or mms. Malware penetration 

through Bluetooth. It is one of the several extremely 

recognized wireless standards around the globe. Malicious 

application can quietly activate Bluetooth. This lets the 

malware to be transmitted to other Bluetooth-enabled smart-

phones. It is one of the way to transmit to malware’s into 

other android devices. 

After penetrating to a host device malicious 

application can install malicious packages or payloads 

without user consent. 

This payloads are planned to abuse information of 

the user for identity theft or other malicious operation like 

unauthorized information access or stealing credit card 

numbers etc.Hence to stop malware penetration anti-

malware is used. 

Malware can be penetrates in android devices by 

inserting the malicious content inside the APK file. They 

encrypt the malicious content so that other detection 

mechanism cant detect it. Once after installation malicious 

content get decrypt ed and executes the malicious code it 

cannot be detected by permission based approach [8]. 

IV. MALWARE DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

There are two main approaches for detecting the Android 

malware: Static and Dynamic Approach. We have further 

categorized static method into permission and signature 

based technique. This paper aims to detect malware by 

combining two static techniques which are a permission and 

signature-based malware detection. 

A. Permission-based malware detection technique: 

In android devices , many applications request user to give 

them permission so they can acquire access rights as they 

don’t have permission by default. Developers have to 

mention this permission within the Manifest.XML file. So in 

permission based detection technique it checks whether all 

permissions are really required or not by the specific 

application. It is simplest technique for detecting malware in 

android devices.  

B. Signature-based malware detection technique: 

Signature methodology is employed by most of the malware 

detection applications available within the market. in the 

signature-based technique, a program or application is taken 

into account as a malicious if its signature matches with 

existing families of malware. It requires an instantaneous 

update of malware variants as they're detected. 

C. Android app profiling: 

In this section, we will see how android application can be 

profile use static analysis technique. As static analysis 

mainly focuses on android manifest files and dissembles of 

android apps. AndroidManifest.xml provides data 

supporting the installation and later execution of the app 

where we collect deployment of components, intents, 

requested permissions, and hardware. The android app 

profiling  makes a behaviour profile and categorize them 

into their behaviour patterns and then the system computes 

similarity score between the behavior profile of malicious 

application and representative behavior profile of each 

malware family and this is how android app profiling detect 

malware in mobile devices  

D. Requested permissions: 

Permission mechanism is one of the most important security 

mechanisms in Android platform. Permissions are actively 

granted by the user when an app is installed, and they are 

mainly used to limit the use of some functions and the 

access to some components among apps. In previous 

research works, Android malware would request some 

particular permissions more frequently than benign samples. 

For example, majority of malware would request the 

SEND_SMS permission to send out premium SMS 

messages. We thus gather all permissions listed in the 

manifest to profile Android applications. 

E. Hardware:  

If an app needs to request the camera, Bluetooth, or the GPS 

module of the smart-phone, these features have to be 

declared in the manifest file. Besides, if an app requests 

GPS and network at the same time, then it means that the 

app can read location information and reveal it out through 

network. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this analysis, we have an intention of providing an 

efficient solution for malware detection. Forgetting an 

accurate result in detecting the malware we aim to provide a 

better solution by combining two static techniques which are 

permission-based and signature-based malware detection. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed Work 

Fig.1 shows the proposed work of the system. The 

application is given as an input which may be benign or it 

may be malicious to aapt. AAPT which is android assets 

packaging tools which are very helpful to view, create, and 

update apk files. aapt allows a system to edit the apk file. 

The system analyses the android manifest.xml file that 

contains all permissions and resources needed for 

application is mentioned. We have planned the mechanism 

which will analyze the manifest file to extract information 

like permission. In classifier semantic analysis is done with 

the existing signature of known malware families. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

More hybrid detection models can be integrated an existing 

system such as static and dynamic techniques can be 

combined for more efficient and accurate detection of the 

malware. This detection techniques can be implemented on 

the remote host which helps to reduce memory overhead as 

most of the work will be done by the remote host. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This research is based on developing the malware detection 

application for Android devices to ensure efficient and 

accurate detection analysis. Each permission and signature-

based detection has its drawbacks which can be overcome if 

we combined and implemented in the single system. 
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